How are you feeling?

Don't feel quite right?

Aches?

Pains?

Depressed?

Anxious?

Lost vitality?

Can't think clearly and fast?

Feel gloomy?

Tense and nervous?

Body lack suppleness?
JC Tonic : Important Information

Get abnormally tired?

Eyes tire quickly?

Often get over excited?

Anger too quickly?

Easily upset or frightened?

Abnormal appetite?

Digestive Problems?

Want to keep feeling and looking young?

Any of the above?

I've got the solution!

J.C. Tonic! An amazing combination of 18 tonic herbs that gently push and pull the body systems into balance. (Including balancing alkalinity)

It even helps to balance the electromagnetic forces within the body. Bipolar people seem to
benefit tremendously.

J.C. Tonic cures nothing! J.C. Tonic is a catalyst to the cleansing of blood that helps the body to start the healing process. It wakes up sluggish blood and helps to balance all the endocrine systems of the body; Pituitary, Thyroid, Parathyroids, Adrenals, Pancreas, Gonads

It helps detoxify and oxygenate the blood allowing for better uptake of nutrition.

It also helps overcome addictions : salt, monosodiumglutamate (MSG), caffeine, aspartame, alcohol, drugs, etc. Cravings fade away

With all the endocrine glands functioning properly hormones become balanced naturally.

One lady actually had her falopian tubes grow back after using this tonic.

Order JC Tonic [HERE](#).

For full understanding please read this in it's entirety.

Why do I recommend JC Tonic?
After my cancer diagnoses in 2004, I became a full time health researcher. I soon found that reports on health were often contradictory, with some reports in favor of certain substances and other reports against the same substances. So what is the truth? And where can it be found?

I recognized that if science were real then these studies can't all be correct. So I decided to look deeper. I started examining the actual papers written by the lab personnel and published in journals and registered in the government database. This was an eye opening experience.

I discovered that many reports have summaries that don't actually match the data. The experimenters simply wanted and expected to find a particular outcome and so they stated that as their conclusion even though the facts didn't back it up. In many cases the experiments were not even designed in such a way that the stated conclusion could be possibly confirmed. Often the assumptions made in translating the data into a conclusion where assumptions that could not be supported. In other words, there is just a lot of bad science out there. And some of it is dishonest on purpose, because it is only designed to be a sales ploy for some company to make money.

Even after 7 years of researching these things I'm still appalled by the kind of work that gets passed off as science in the various journals.

Then to make matters worse, some news outlet gets a hold of the study and hypes up a headline to help sell news papers. The reporters don't read the original study but just take the stated conclusion and combine that with their own assumptions and end up with a headline and story that has no real basis in fact. It turns out that much of the health news reported in the media is completely wrong.

The really sad part is that the people we expect to be the experts tend to get their news the same way we get ours. For instance medical doctors have no clue about human nutrition other than the little they have picked up from media. Nutrition isn't something taught in medical schools (other than perhaps a 2 hour lecture). Doctors don't have the time to look at the research behind health claims presented to them by media and pharmaceutical companies, they have to try and keep up with all the new drugs and their interactions and side effects, etc.
Supplement manufacturers on the other hand will latch onto any report that gives the appearance of favoring some substance that they can put in a bottle and sell to people. Of course that doesn't necessarily mean that anything for sale is bad. It's just that you have to be careful when accepting the word of a salesman. Unfortunately the majority of people believe what is told them in the news, so this garbage becomes the prevailing “knowledge” in the health world. It is even taught in schools, and most nutritionists don't even learn what is true. What happened to critical thinking?

Overtime I came to realize that most supplements have a major flaw. They are unidirectional. This means that they can only push the body in one direction. For instance the herb Goldenseal will push the body to make more white blood cells whether it needs them or not. In other words supplements cause an increase in something. The problem is how do you know when the increase is too much? A Vitamin E supplement can be helpful if a person is deficient in Vitamin E, but if it is taken continually it builds up and causes an imbalance in the body in the other direction. The same is true of most any supplement. So what can you do?

Some people try to micromanage by constant testing of levels of various nutrients. But not only is that very cumbersome, it also turns out to be very inaccurate. For instance someone deficient in Vitamin A can have a blood test that will show there is lots of Vitamin A in their system. This is because the body is rushing the Vitamin A all over the body to try to accomplish the work it needs to do, since there isn't enough Vitamin A in the local areas where it is needed. Thus lots shows up in the blood as it is shuttled from one location to another to fulfill the body's needs.

Also since we still don't really know what all the nutrients are that the human body needs and in what quantities they will work optimally together, we really don't have the basic knowledge needed to micromanage the human body anyway.

Another method used is to flood the body with lots of every nutrient we currently know about (multi-vitamins) and do cleansing things at the same time. Thus the body can use what it wants and flush out the rest. This of course is very wasteful and again causes imbalances because of the over abundance of some substances.

As it turns out we can get close to a proper balance of resources for the body by simply eating food the way that God created it. It contains enzymes, bacteria, biotics, etc. that naturally help to balance the body. Whole foods are balancing to the body (wheat in particular). The Lords
The law of health (D&C 89) is definitely the way to go.

The next problem is that most of our food supply in our modern world has become adulterated with all kinds of poisons and pollutions. Due to this condition our digestive systems are generally messed up so that we can't absorb nutrients properly even when we do eat good food.

So, how can we get good nutrition and at the same time ensure that the systems of our bodies can properly use it?

Well, there are certain herbs which have been discovered that help the body tend toward balance. Just like the original natural foods feed the body in a balanced way. There are tonic (or adaptogenic) herbs that can help bring the body into balance. For example, Echinacia is a true tonic herb, it helps the body create more white blood cells if it needs more, and it will help the body decrease white blood cells if that is what is necessary.

Tonic herbs primary course of action is actually to cleans, purify, and balance the blood so that it is healthy. Therefore as healthy clean blood circulates throughout the system every organ and gland is bathed with life giving nutrients. Thus tonic herbs can also help heal the digestive tract so that the body can once again get the nutrition it needs from the food that it eats.

Imagine what your body could do if your pituitary, thyroid, parathyroids, adrenals, pancreas, and gonads were all operating in prime condition.

All hormones would be balanced. Neurological signals would be clean and crisp. Digestive systems would work the way God designed them to. Weight would normalize. Anxiety could be a thing of the past. Blood pressure would normalize. The body would have the ability to heal itself wherever the need may arise.

Is this just a pipe dream? No.
Over 68 years ago a man who was studying herbs found that by processing and using a certain combination of only tonic herbs in certain ways he could make a liquid tonic that would balance every system of the body. (He discovered that alcohol should never be used to make herbal tinctures or tonics because it destroys the adaptability of the herbs.) He found that 18 adaptogenic (tonic) herbs working together in a synergistic manor could restore health to almost anyone. And because all these herbs are true tonic herbs, there is no overdosing.

For some people the effect was almost instantaneous, for others it took months to really notice a difference, but in every case, the body eventually normalized and thrived. Eye sight improved, skin problems faded, thinking became clearer, old pains disappeared, joints became more supple, anxieties became things of the past, cravings faded, weight normalized, etc. In some cases even cancer faded away.

So, there is a supplement that is safe for just about anyone to take and will help to balance every system of the body..

This marvelous tonic is sold today by Jurak Inc.

If you would like to garner optimal health, check it out at http://garner.jurak.com

Recommended Products:

Boost Health Naturally
There is a tonic that balances all the major systems of the body. It was formulated using only tonic (meaning balancing) herbs. It was formulated without the use of alcohol or other substances that can destroy the tonicity of the herbs. Most herbal concoctions are created using alcohol or other chemicals that destroy the balancing abilities of the herbs. To learn more about this wonderful herbal tonic click here.